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Reference to a regular pulse is one of the most common ways of measuring time in 

music. As the basis for tempo, meter, subdivisions, and even formal symmetry, pulse, or the 

sonic articulation of regular units of time, is found throughout all levels of music. In this paper, I 

describe how I used a structure of twelve simultaneous pulses to compose Monolith, a recent 

piece for MIDI piano, mixed sextet, and fixed electronics. In the first chapter, I contextualize 

Monolith by briefly examining pulse's relationship to hierarchical structure in music and the 

possibilities for creativity in pulse-based hierarchical structures. In the second chapter, I analyze 

the use of pulse in Steve Reich's Music for 18 Musicians, György Ligeti's Self-Portrait with Reich 

and Riley (with Chopin in the Background), and Conlon Nancarrow's Study No. 36 for Player 

Piano. In the third chapter, I describe in detail the relationship between the twelve-pulse 

structure and the various movements that comprise Monolith, focusing on the relationship 

between compositional freedom and prescribed structure throughout the work. 
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PART I 

CONTEXT OF MONOLITH
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1. A Brief Overview of Pulse 

Musical pulse is a fundamental component of music. At its simplest level it is a tool for 

precisely placing the events of a musical work within time and temporally relating those events 

to each other. Pulse allows a listener or performer to approach and understand a wide array of 

compositions. Even within pieces of music as abstract as John Cage’s Etudes Australes,1 placing 

the music within a regular measurement of time can facilitate an initial understanding of the 

material, even if it is subsequently discarded. Though we may not hear the pulse within a 

composition we can still use it to structure, perceive, and compare units of musical time.  

Parallel to our use of pulse to measure musical time is the use of temporal regularity to 

measure time outside of music. Though we cannot perceive the regularity of minutes, hours, 

and days without mechanical assistance, these units are equivalent to pulses and the events of 

our lives unfold within their structure. We do not perceive the bell of a clock tower sounding on 

the hour or the cheer emitted by the crowd as the ball drops in Times Square as a musical 

event, but if our perception were sharpened we might perceive these events as pulses in 

relation to the last time they occurred. This relationship between musical time and time outside 

of music makes pulse an interesting area for musical investigation. 

With these thoughts in mind, my piece Monolith, a cycle of works written for different 

combinations of MIDI piano, piano player, violin, cello, marimba, flute, bass clarinet, and fixed 

                                                      
1 John Cage, foreword to Etudes Australes (New York: C.F. Peters Corporation, 1975), i. This musical work uses star 
charts to derive the pitches and disposes pitches spatially, rather than metrically. A performer determined rate of 
speed is suggested as the method for performance rather than reference to a pulse. 
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electronics, uses pulse not only as a tool for performance and listening but as a musical subject 

in itself. In this composition, a series of twelve pulses is arranged to sound simultaneously and 

the resulting material is used to craft elements of the large-scale form, the harmonic material, 

the melodic material, and the tempo. Though this temporal structure is not always audible, it 

profoundly shapes the world of the piece from beginning to end. 

In order to completely explain my method for composing this piece and to place this 

work within a broader context, I have divided this paper into three parts. In the first part of the 

paper, I will give a basic overview of the twelve-pulse structure used to create Monolith, 

explaining its relationship to the overall form of the piece and illustrating its relationship to 

other theoretical models of musical structure.  In the second part, I will analyze three pieces of 

music and their relationship to pulse as a way of placing my composition within a broader 

tradition of musical practice. Finally, in the third section of the paper, I will discuss in detail the 

various movements that comprise Monolith, demonstrating the way in which the twelve-pulse 

structure and compositional freedom interact to create a complete work of art.  

 

1.2. Overview of Pulse Structure Used in Monolith 

The twelve-pulse structure used to create the world of Monolith is at its core quite 

simple. The initial pulse generates each of the 11 other pulses within the structure. This pulse, 

which articulates a duration of 1/10 of a second, forms the basic time unit of the structure. The 

second pulse is then generated by adding this unit of time to itself, producing a pulse that 

articulates a duration of 2/10 of a second. The third pulse is similarly created by adding the 

generative unit to the second pulse, producing a pulse of 3/10 of a second. This process 
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continues for all twelve pulses. The structure created by nesting pulses within each other was 

used to map the overall form of the work and the length of various events within it. To derive 

the length of the various movements and the length of the work as a whole, I focused upon 

points within the structure at which the pulses sound simultaneously. These “convergence 

points,” a term borrowed from Kyle Gann were used to section off various lengths of time 

within the cycle. 2   

Figure 1. Pulses of the twelve-pulse structure 
 

 When the pulses are sounded simultaneously it takes 46 minutes and 12 seconds for all 

of the pulses to again occur simultaneously. Within this span of time various convergence 

points occur between the different pulses. For instance, every 4 minutes and 12 seconds all the 

pulses converge except for the eleventh pulse, every 6 minutes and 36 seconds all the pulses 

converge except for the seventh pulse, every 15 minutes and 24 seconds all the pulses 

converge except for the ninth pulse and at the halfway point every pulse converges except for 

the eighth pulse. The mapping of these convergence points unveils a group of nested cycles 

within the cycle.  

                                                      
2 Kyle Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 20-21. 
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Figure 2. Structural map 

 
Central to our perception of musical time is the concept of “grouping,” what the theorist 

William Caplin calls “our cognitive ability to ‘chunk’ the music into discrete units of time.”3 

Caplin has written at length about how we perceive articulated units of time within a musical 

work. Caplin says that we perceive musical events as signifying beginnings, middles, and ends.4 

We group these sections of time to build our perception of the complete form of a musical 

work. The phenomenon of grouping thus operates from the smallest to the largest level, 

allowing us to conceptualize a piece of music as a whole related to the sum of its parts. 

 The groupings I have derived from the twelve-pulse structure differ from Caplin’s theory 

in an important way. I created these groupings prior to the composition of the work and used 

them to craft a basic structure for the work. These moments would most likely go unnoticed if 

                                                      
3 William Caplin. “What are Formal Functions?” in Musical Form, Forms, and Formenlehre: Three Methodological 
Reflections, ed. Pieter Bergé (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2009), 23. 
4 Ibid.  
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listening to the cycle on its own. Where Caplin’s description of listening moves from the 

smallest level to the largest, my application moves from the largest to the smallest, applying a 

theoretical model of formal structure to the composition.  

 The application of strict hierarchical formal units to the construction of musical material 

is in no way a new technique. In her analysis of the Javanese Gamelan piece, Langen Bronto, 

Judith Becker describes the form of this work as consisting of three structural levels, each of 

which form cyclic units of time within a larger time cycle.5 This temporal structure is created by 

dividing a basic unit of time into another unit half the length and then repeating the process. 

Within these units of time the sound events of the piece unfold. This formal structure is 

characteristic of Javanese Gamelan music as a whole.6 

Figure 3. Illustration of the temporal structure of “Langen Bronto” 
 
Despite the mathematical and predetermined nature of these time structures, there is 

room for expression, creativity, and poetic meaning within them. Becker notes the connection 

between the structure of the four stages of the universe in Hindu cosmology and the 

embedded time cycles of Javanese Gamelan Music.7 Becker lists the four Yugas or ages of the 

                                                      
5 Judith Becker, “Hindu-Buddhist Time in Javanese Gamelan Music,” in The Study of Time IV, ed. J.T. Fraser, N. 
Lawrence, and D. Park (New York: Springer Verlag, 1981), 165. 
6 Becker, “Hindu-Buddhist Time,” 164. 
7 Becker, “Hindu-Buddhist Time,” 166-167. 

First Structural Level of Langen Bronto 

Second Structural Level Second Structural Level 

Third Structural 
Level 

Third Structural 
Level 

Third Structural 
Level 

Third Structural 
Level 
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universe as the Krita Yuga, consisting of 4800 divine years in which each divine year equals 360 

human years, the Treta Yuga which consists of 3600 divine years, the Dvapara Yuga which 

consists of 2400 divine years, and the Kali Yuga which consists of 1200 divine years.8 The 

divisibility of these units by 12 demonstrates the derivations of larger units of time from a basic 

unit. Some of the poetic associations applied to these units of time in Hindu mythology include 

a description of these time cycles as initiated by the god Brahma opening and closing his eyes 

and the belief that each of these time cycles marks an era within a cosmic cycle, moving within 

this cycle from perfection to chaos.9  

In Monolith, I proceeded to apply further differentiation and meaning to the structural 

map by focusing upon the instrumentation used. The overall duration of the work is 4/7 of the 

total cycle, which creates a more compact form and places the point of symmetry of the 

complete structure nearer to the end of the work. Where the complete cycle is 46:12 in 

duration, the actual composition is 26:24. The points of convergence within this time span 

determine the individual movements that make up the larger form. Following the division of 

the cycle into movements, I arranged them to incorporate a variety of instrumentation and a 

process which would place the maximum instrumental density towards the end of the piece.  

In addition to my use of the convergence point structure to determine the form and 

trajectory of the piece, I also applied a metaphorical structure to the different components of 

the overall ensemble, essentially creating my own cosmology to define these elements within 

the world of the piece. For instance, the MIDI piano, which is almost always playing throughout 

                                                      
8 Ibid. 
9 Ibid. 
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the cycle was chosen to represent an objective sense of time. The attribute of objectivity in the 

instrument’s character was expanded in my own imagination to encompass objective realities 

that operate blindly, such as death, fate, forces of nature, and so forth. 

Figure 3. Illustration of movements within structure and their duration 
 

The fixed electronics have access to both the objective, mechanical time structure of the 

MIDI piano and a continuous, fluid approach to time. In accordance with this flexibility the 

electronics represent the world of the spirit, mythological and archetypal concepts such as the 

trickster in Native American mythology, mysticism, and other subject matter that transcends 

the objective and subjective. This metaphorical attribute of the electronics is strengthened by 

array of sonic and timbral possibilities they offer and the fact that they are the only instrument 

of the ensemble to perform with no visual reference point, such as the moving keys of the 

piano or the performers themselves. The electronics are in some sense ghostly. 

Instrument Relationship to time Metaphorical signification 
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 Figure 4: Chart illustrating metaphorical associations of ensemble 
 

Finally, the performers represent, more or less self-evidently, humanity. As human 

beings are incapable of perfectly measuring time with a high degree of accuracy, this seemed 

appropriate. The attributes of humanity represented by the performers are community, humor, 

vulnerability, etc. The material written for the performers generally reflects a more tonal 

orientation, whereas the electronics focus upon timbral fluidity, and the MIDI piano focuses 

upon explorations of the objective time structure and atonality. 

The rudimentary cosmology I created demonstrates one of the fundamental 

interactions between structure and artistic expression in this work. Though this form is derived 

from what is essentially an arithmetic, the final derivation of the form combined with the 

content of the work generates a piece of music that is far removed from the initial model. It is 

possible that if the work were to undergo analysis from the local level to the global, an entirely 

different picture would emerge to explain the cohesion of the work.  

 The relationship between hierarchical structure, flexibility of interpretation, and 

creative freedom is a basic element of music and is an area frequently analyzed in the study of 

MIDI Piano 
Objective time sense 
Maintains the unrelenting 
time structure 

Signifies death, fate, forces 
of nature, etc. 

Electronics 
Objective sense of time 
combined with the 
continuous and fluid  

signifies mysticism, 
mythological trickster, 
transcendence, spirit world, 
etc. 

Acoustic ensemble Imperfect sense of time 
Signifies community, 
humanity, humor, 
vulnerability, etc. 
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music. Joseph P. Swain illustrates in his article, “Teaching Harmonic Rhythm” the role that 

flexibility of interpretation in conjunction with levels of hierarchy plays in classical music.10 In 

this article, Swain shows how analyzing a work’s harmonic rhythm can produce a hierarchical 

theoretical structure that is both instructive and flexible in interpretation.11 

 
Figure 5. Swain’s example of a harmonic rhythm analysis 12 

 
Swain’s concept of “dimensional analysis” elucidates the web of connections present within 

music and highlights the interaction between hierarchical structures and creative decisions on 

the part of the composer.13 

 My approach to structure, the various metaphorical elements, the creation of 

                                                      
10 Joseph P. Swain, “Teaching Harmonic Rhythm,” The Journal of Music Theory Pedagogy 13. (1999), 27-39. 
Accessed May 1, 2017.  
11 Swain, “Teaching Harmonic Rhythm,” 39. 
12 Swain, “Teaching Harmonic Rhythm,” 35. 
13 Swain, “Teaching Harmonic Rhythm,” 27. 
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cosmologies, and the exploration of different conceptions of time are just some of the ways in 

which Monolith uses pulse to influence the nature of the work. This method of crafting form  

ties the piece to a broader musical practice.  
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Chapter 2 

Contextual Analyses 

In this chapter, I analyze three representative pieces for understanding the role of pulse 

within contemporary composition. The analyses of, Music for 18 Musicians by Steve Reich, Self 

Portrait with Reich and Riley (with Chopin in the background) by György Ligeti, and Study No. 36 

for Player Piano by Conlon Nancarrow, will each focus upon different applications of pulse 

within these works. The analysis of Reich’s piece will focus on how the use of a consistent pulse 

influences the large-scale form of the work, the analysis of Ligeti’s piece will focus on the use of 

pulse in relation to the foreground material and the analysis of Nancarrow’s piece will examine 

the use of simultaneous pulses or tempos and how they interact throughout his work.  

 

2.1. Steve Reich’s Music for 18 Musicians 

 One of the interesting features of Steve Reich’s Music for 18 Musicians is the way pulse, 

which is regular and predictable, is used to create the formal flexibility of the piece. In a 

traditional piece of music the events within can be tied to a given beat within a measure; in 

contrast, Music for 18 Musicians uses a variable number of repeats throughout the work, 

allowing the performers to adjust the formal proportions from one performance to another.14  

 Music for 18 Musicians is written for violin, cello, 2 clarinets doubling on bass clarinet, 4 

female voices, 4 pianos, 3 marimbas, 2 xylophones and a vibraphone.15 The general structure of 

                                                      
14 Steve Reich, Music for 18 Musicians, (New York: Boosey and Hawkes, 1999), 1-234.   
15 Steve Reich, Music for 18 Musicians, “Note by the composer.” 
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the piece consists of an introduction in which an eleven-chord cycle is played. The introduction 

is followed by twelve sections, each of which is built upon the chords of the introduction. The 

piece ends with a conclusion in which these chords are played once again.16  

Within this work there is a clear preoccupation with the contrast between continuity 

and discrete rhythmic regularity. The contrast between fixed and free time is made apparent by 

Reich’s use of a time cycle based on the length of the clarinet’s and vocalist’s breath, which 

contrasts with the fixed time cycle of pulses played by the percussion instruments.17 Though 

Reich, in his writing on the piece, focuses on the contrast between the rhythm of the pulse and 

the rhythm of the human breath at the surface level, this contrast can be observed at the 

formal level as well as the local.18 

Figure 6. Illustration of overall form in “Music for 18 Musicians” 
  

The piece begins with a quarter-note pulse played at 204-210 beats per minute.19 This 

pulse may repeat between 10 and 28 times.20 An eighth-note pulse comes in as the next event 

within the piece and this pulse continues for the duration of the work.21 The eighth-note pulse 

is the temporal foundation that allows the musicians to play a varied number of repetitions 

without disrupting the flow of the piece. The performers communicate with each other, 

                                                      
16 Steve Reich, Music for 18 Musicians, 1. 
17 Steve Reich, Music for 18 Musicians, “Note.” 
18 Ibid. 
19 Steve Reich, Music for 18 Musicians, 1. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Steve Reich, Music for 18 Musicians, 1-234. 

Introduction I II IIIA IIIB IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI Conclusion 
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through visual and musical cues, navigating the musical material in the moment.  

Figure 7. Formal Chart of Introduction to “Music for 18 Musicians” 
 

Figure 8, demonstrates the flexibility of form in Music for 18 Musicians. This chart 

displays the highest and lowest possible number of pulse iterations within the introduction.  

If the precise tempos and repeats are observed, at minimum the introduction could occur 

within 2 minutes and 53 seconds. If the players were to take the slowest tempo and the 

maximum number of repeats, the introduction would take about six minutes. This 

demonstrates the high degree of variability within the length of the introduction. The use of 

Measures 1-96 

Meter: 1/4  
 
BPM: 204-
210  

       

Measure 
numbers 1 2 3 4 5-92 93-95 96 

Number of 
repeats 
(range) 

 
10-28 
 

16-48 6-14 10-14 6-12 3-5 26-46 

Number of 
potential 
iterations of 
the quarter 
note pulse 

10-28 16-48 6-14 10-14 528-1,056 9-15 26-46 

Low Total of potential pulses within the introduction: 605 quarter notes 
Lowest approximate length = 605/210 bpm = 2 minutes and 53 seconds 

High total of potential pulses within the introduction: 1,221 quarter notes 
Highest approximate length = 1,221/204 bpm = 5 minutes and 59 seconds 
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variable repetitions operates throughout the entire work creating a musical structure that 

allows the performers to negotiate the length of sections among themselves.  

 The flexibility of repetition within Music for 18 Musicians does not only affect length of 

sections. Music theorists such as William Rothstein cite hypermeter as a crucial part of how we 

perceive musical time.22 In his book, Phrase Rhythm in Tonal Music, Rothstein discusses how 

our grouping of metric pulses, musical phrase, and harmony allows us to group measures into 

significant temporal units.23 Rothstein deals particularly with tonal eighteenth and nineteenth 

century works, but his discussion of the complex rhythmic interactions at larger formal levels of 

phrase and “hypermeasure” is useful for clarifying the way Music for 18 Musicians allows the 

performers to influence the formal structure of the work.24  

Rothstein identifies phrases and subphrases as “melodic units” which are part of the 

temporal structure of a work.25 This is in contrast to the hypermeasure which is created 

through the extrapolation of meter to larger units.26 In essence, hypermeter is the perception 

of a measure as a regular metric unit. The contrast between melodic units and hypermetric 

regularity creates rhythmic interest, subversion of expectation, and confirmation of regularity.  

 Melodic units which build from pulse to subphrase to phrase abound within Reich’s 

work. He frequently generates melodic units by adding one note to a pulse or small subphrase 

and the resultant groupings create tension between the rhythmic regularity and the 

                                                      
22 William Rothstein, “Techniques of Phrase Rhythm,” Phrase Rhythm in Tonal Music, (New York: Schirmer, 1989) 
16-20. 
23 Ibid.  
24 Rothstein, “Techniques,” 19. 
25 Rothstein, “Techniques,” 30. 
26 Ibid. 
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unpredictability of the rhythmic and melodic expansions. Within Music for 18 Musicians the 

performers frequently have the opportunity to negotiate the number of repeats of these units, 

which in turn gives the performers control over the larger groupings and formal flow of the 

entire piece. In other words, where a composer has traditionally dictated the hypermetric 

groupings within a work, Music for 18 Musicians puts this liberty in the hands of the 

performers. This combination of hypermetric variability and the composer’s phrase 

construction contribute to the rhythmic vitality and interest of the overall work.  

  

Figure 8. Reich’s additive phrase construction 
 

Reich obviously did not entirely abdicate form or hypermeter within this work. He still 

created the ordering of sections, the ordering and unfolding of melodic events, and the range 
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of time within which the events will occur, but the performers are the ones who navigate the 

work and bring it into existence. Their interactions structure the flow and moment to moment 

unfolding of Reich’s material. Hence, a harmonious negotiation between the performers, the 

composer, and the music occurs each time the piece is played and it is the parameter of pulse 

which creates the stable context in which these unpredictable temporal features emerge. 

 

2.2. György Ligeti’s Self-Portrait with Reich and Riley (with Chopin in the Background) 

 Gyorgy Ligeti’s music demonstrates a consistent fascination with pulse. In his Poème 

Symphonique he used 100 metronomes at different speeds to craft a piece entirely comprised 

of different pulses at different speeds.27 Jane Piper Clendinning has noted Ligeti’s fascination 

with the mechanical and this partially explains his interest in pulse.28 This interest also appears 

to stem from a fascination with an indivisible perceptible moment of time and its relationship 

to continuity and flow. Ligeti says,  

It had never occurred to me to write for the harpsichord, but…it suddenly came to me 
that a harpsichord was really like some strange machine…I also remembered that a 
harpsichord was most typically an instrument with a non-continuous sound, the twang 
of the string is of short duration, followed by silence. I thought to myself, what about 
composing a piece that would be a paradoxically continuous sound, something like 
Atmospheres, but that would have to consist of innumerable thin slices of salami?29 
 

 In addition to Ligeti’s interest in the mechanical, an interest in the interaction between 

independent musical entities is well-documented. In the article, “States, Events, and 

                                                      
27 Jane Piper Clendinning, “The Pattern-Meccanico Compositions of György Ligeti,” Perspectives of New Music 31, 
no. 1 (Winter, 1993): 193. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Clendinning, “Pattern-Meccanico Compositions,” 194. 
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Transformations,” Ligeti describes an influential and somewhat macabre dream from his 

childhood in which his bedroom was filled with a giant cobweb.30 In this cobweb both Ligeti and 

multiple insects were ensnared and the movement of each insect affected the entire web, 

altering the structure of the web irrevocably.31  

Ligeti’s fascination with the mechanical nature of pulse and the interactions between 

independent entities are apparent in his composition Self-Portrait with Reich and Riley (with 

Chopin in the Background) for two pianos.32 In this piece, Ligeti uses the technique of “blocked” 

piano keys, in which the two pianists silently depress some of the keys with their left hand and 

then play fast, pulse-based patterns of blocked and unblocked keys with the right hand.33 This 

produces a situation in which only some of the tones sound and allows the rhythmic patterns in 

the two piano parts to sound and interact independently while maintaining the sense of 

rhythmic continuity for the performers.  

The use of pulse within this piece creates the environment for independent entities to 

collide and interact with each other. The piece has no meter and begins with no tempo 

indication except for the direction to play “as fast as possible.”34 Ligeti says, “precise 

coordination (between the performers) is not required for the time being.”35 The material for 

both the performers is notated as a consistent eighth-note pulse. The pulses, coupled with the 

                                                      
30 György Ligeti and Jonathan W. Bernard, “States, Events, Transformations,” Perspectives of New Music 31, no. 1 
(Winter 1993): 164-165. 
31 Ibid. 
32 György Ligeti, “Self-portrait with Reich and Riley (with Chopin in the background),” in Three Pieces for Two 
Pianos (New York: Schott, 1976), 16. 
33 Ibid.  
34 Ibid. 
35 Ibid. 
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direction that coordination is not necessary, create a musical environment where pulse is not a 

collectively held notion between the two players. The pulses are instead privately 

conceptualized and function as a tool for the performers to sound the material that results. The 

repetition of the material creates a secondary pulse-like regularity allowing the performers to 

coordinate changes, but the differing groupings between the two parts and the varied speeds 

of them generates material that is rhythmically irregular rather than regular. Where Reich uses 

pulse as a temporal constant that allows communication within the framework of the piece, 

Ligeti uses the performer’s independent conception of regularity to create the surface material. 

Figure 9. Opening of “Self-portrait” 
 

As the piece progresses the performers gradually coordinate further. This is 

accomplished through the use of repetition, estimation of repeats, and leading and following 

between the pianos.36 In contrast to measure numbers, Ligeti uses letters to name the various 

                                                      
36 Ibid.  
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sections of the piece beginning with capital letters (A-Z), moving to lower-case letters (a-z), 

moving to doubled capital letters (AA-ZZ), moving to doubled lower-case letters (aa-zz).37  

In the sections A-m each of the piano parts operate independently while changing to 

new material based upon the repetition of certain figures in the opposing piano.38 Each piano 

alternates from a guiding to a following role, cuing the other piano when to change. The 

repetitions of the various figures vary from exact to estimated.39 The change in figures is not 

pulse-based, but operates quasi-metrically according to the amount of the repetitions.  

At section n, the two pianos synchronize for the first time and the first non-pulse based 

material enters.40 This material is simply an accented note that is, in Ligeti’s words, “2 to 3 

times as long as a note within the figure.”41 The roughness of this duration in conjunction with 

an indeterminate comma for a rest is another element that removes the local material from the 

realm of precise pulse. The two parts of the piano are immediately offset from each other 

following the first synchronized figure, but are directed to play at “more or less” of a constant 

time interval.42 Additionally at this point, “the figures themselves remain even and extremely 

fast.”43 

 Sections n-PP introduce further coordination between the two parts, but there is a 

                                                      
37 Ligeti, “Self-portrait,” 18-30. 
38 Ligeti, “Self-portrait,” 18-21. 
39 Ligeti, “Self-portrait,” 16-17. 
40 Ligeti, “Self-portrait,” 21. 
41 Ligeti, “Self-portrait,” 16. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid. 
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continued allowance by Ligeti for variability, such as when he says, “as soon as Piano I has 

played the second note of the canon (g) in the left hand, Piano II enters with the first tone of 

the canon (f) in the left hand. The entrance must not come earlier, but it can come a little later, 

roughly at the same time as the third note (a) in Piano I.”44 

 Finally, at section PP, the pianos fully synchronize and link their figures together 

establishing a consistency of local pulse.45 Further disruptions occur, but this section and 

the others that follow demonstrate a relationship between the two pulse concepts in the piano 

that is fluid and requires both performers to become entrained to a shared pulse.46 

 This piece showcases an inventive use of pulse to generate surface material. Ligeti’s 

application of pulse illustrates his preoccupation with the mechanical and the fluid and with the 

interconnected and the isolated. The conflict between the two separate conceptions of pulse 

and the ultimate harmonization of those conceptions into a fluid presentation of pulse-baseds 

material demonstrates a movement from independent and unrelated musical material to 

unified and coordinated material. This use of pulse foreshadows Conlon Nancarrow’s 

application of pulse in Study No. 36 for Player Piano. 

 

2.3. Conlon Nancarrow’s Study No. 36 for Player Piano  

Conlon Nancarrow is known for the rhythmically complex music he wrote over the 

                                                      
44 Ibid. 
45 Ligeti, “Self-portrait,” 24. 
46 Ligeti, “Self-portrait,” 24-30. 
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course of about fifty years for player piano.47 A hallmark of his work is canons written in 

multiple simultaneous tempos.48 Though his music for player piano is performed entirely by a 

machine, and is therefore mechanically precise, the influence of the fluidity of jazz and 

improvisation on his music has been noted by multiple authors.49 

 In Study No. 36 for Player Piano, Nancarrow uses four tempi as the basis of the work. 

These tempos correspond to the mathematical proportion 17:18:19:20.50 The tempo 

indications in Nancarrow’s score assign the first voice a whole note at 85 bpm, the second voice 

a whole note of 90 bpm, the third a whole note of 95 bpm, and the fourth voice a whole note of 

100 bpm.51 This temporal arrangement makes the half-notes in each voice correspond to a 

tempo scheme of 170, 180, 190, and 200 beats per minute.  

 Each of the four voices correspond to an SATB arrangement, in which the bass voice 

states the first entry of the canon, followed by the alto, followed by the tenor, and finally 

followed by the soprano.52 Kyle Gann describes this piece as “a study in symmetry” noting that 

the entries of the canon are situated so that when the canonic material converges it occurs at 

almost the halfway point of the entire study, specifically occurring 426 half-note beats into the 

                                                      
47 Kyle Gann, foreword to The Music of Conlon Nancarrow, i.  
48 Ibid. 
49 See Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow. i; Margaret E. Thomas, “Conlon Nancarrow, ‘Hot’ Jazz, and the 
Principle of Collective Improvisation,” Music Theory Online 20, no. 1. (March 2014), accessed May 1, 2017. 
50 Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow, 188. 
51 Conlon Nancarrow, Gordon Mumma, and Peter Garland, “Study No. 36 for Player Piano,” in Selected Studies for 
Player Piano, (Berkeley: Soundings Press, 1977), 221-223. 
52 Ibid. 
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composition.53 

 Convergence points as previously noted in this paper are the points at which pulses in 

different tempos sound simultaneously.54 The convergence point takes on another level of 

significance in Nancarrow’s canonic music. Gann says, “It is in the exploitation of the 

convergence point that Nancarrow reached his greatest compositional achievements.”55 The 

reason for this is explained by the phenomenon that occurs within temporal canons. When a 

slower voice states the theme of a canon and another faster voice sounds the material the 

voices eventually converge and the material in the faster voice overtakes the material in the 

slower. The canonic convergence point is the point at which this occurs. This phenomenon 

creates a situation in which one voice becomes the initial presenter of the theme throughout 

the work. 

Study No. 36 is entirely canonic. Every event that occurs in one voice occurs in the other 

three voices. The voices are structured so that the lowest voice is the slowest and the highest 

voice is the fastest with the alto being the second fastest and the tenor being the second 

slowest. Hence, in the first half of the study every musical even occurs in the lowest voice first 

and then rises throughout the various voices. Following the convergence point, the canonic 

relationships are inverted so that every musical event first occurs in the soprano and then 

descends through the rest of the voices.  

                                                      
53 Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow, 188. 
54 Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow, 20-21. 
55 Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow, 173. 
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This study can be seen as a process that portrays each temporal area as an independent 

musical entity that moves from an independent relationship to the other voices to a unification 

with those voices and then back to a discrete existence. In this study it is essentially a 

progression from melody and aperiodicity to texture and periodicity. The symmetrical nature of 

the study places the point of symmetry at the point where unification occurs. At this point the 

voices are unified into a textural effect rather than a melodic, or even rhythmic effect. 

 
Figure 10. Opening theme of “Study No. 36”56 

 
Figure 11 illustrates the beginning of the piece, a 12 measure melody emphasizing the 

downbeat of each measure. Though the downbeats are emphasized the melody itself is not 

                                                      
56 Nancarrow, Mumma, and Garland. “Study No. 36,” 221. 
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particularly regular. The staccato notes in measures 6 and 7 group the melody into a seven 

measure unit followed by a five measure completion emphasizing an asymmetrical pattern. This 

melody carries throughout the other four voices and the asymmetry and irregularity is greatly 

heightened by the differing tempos between the statements.  

As the piece progresses, greater continuity between the voices is established through an 

expansion of the chromatic runs preceding the longer note durations. A stark illustration of this 

is what Gann calls “the mega glissando.”57 This consists of Nancarrow arranging the canonic 

material so that a glissando of all four voices is arranged to sound continuously between the 

four voices. The continuous material, a clear expansion of the 32nd note runs preceding the 

notes of the opening theme, begins in mm. 240 in the bass. The timing of this glissando is 

situated by Nancarrow so that when the bass voice sounds its fourth iteration of this glissando, 

it will carry throughout the four voices into one glissando.58 This continuous gesture sounds in 

opposition to the discrete and conflicting nature of the thematic material in different tempos. 

This material also is entirely pulse-based in contrast to the asymmetrical groupings of pulse 

found in the theme. This movement from aperiodicity to periodicity foreshadows the events of 

the canonic convergence point. 

  

                                                      
57 Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow, 190. 
58 Ibid. 
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Figure 11. “Mega Glissando” 59 
 

  

  

                                                      
59 Ibid.; Nancarrow, Mumma, and Garland, “Study No. 36,” 239. 
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Figure 12. Annotated Canonic Convergence Point of “Study No. 36”60 

 
At the canonic convergence point, the iteration of periodic material occurs on multiple 

                                                      
60 Nancarrow, Mumma, and Garland, “Study No. 36,” 243. 
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levels. The first periodic process that occurs is a gradual reduction in the amount of notes 

within a pulse, a process that reduces the material linearly from 8 notes down to 1 per pulse 

unit. The second process is a periodic structuring of this reduction. This process gradually 

increases the number of iterations of each of the groupings.61 There are therefore two 

processes occurring throughout, a grouping structure moving from 8 to 1 and a second periodic 

grouping structure controlling the number of iterations that moves from 1 to 8. This is also in 

conjunction with the fact that the first process groups the notes within the pulse, contributing 

to the periodic nature of this event. Even as the pulses quickly diverge once again, the sense of 

continuity persists. This produces an effect that is stunning within the music, but also illustrates 

the movement from aperiodicity to periodicity found within this work.As the piece continues, 

Nancarrow uses various other effects to preserve the continuity between the tempos, but the 

piece inevitably returns to discrete events within the four voices. The piece ends as it began 

with the bass voice sounding the material alone.62  

 The use of pulse by Nancarrow is clearly quite different than the use of pulse by both 

Ligeti and Reich. Ligeti and Reich’s works have a degree of variability built into the way they 

unfold, whereas Nancarrow’s is entirely fixed. Apart from the inherent differences between 

writing for performers and writing for a machine there are different areas being explored in 

each of the works. Reich’s work uses pulse to create a sonic foundation that can be explored 

and interacted with in real time, whereas Ligeti’s work uses pulse to achieve total 

                                                      
61 Ibid. 
62 Nancarrow, Mumma, and Garland, “Study No. 36 for Player Piano,” 271.  
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independence in the musical material and Nancarrow’s work explores a continuous process 

from independence to unification through the use of mechanical time. 

 The similarity between these three pieces is in their preoccupation with the spectrum 

between isolation and continuity. Somewhat strangely, it is the use of pulse in each of these 

works that allows each composer to achieve continuity and flow, despite the discrete nature of 

pulse. The form of Reich’s piece is able to expand and contract organically owing to its 

foundational pulse. Ligeti’s use of a private pulse to structure the material of Self-potrait allows 

the material to occur irregularly and freely, achieving flux and non-precision. Finally, Study No. 

36, the piece most in thrall to the mechanical nature of pulse, achieves its flow and continuity 

from the regularity of mechanical tempos which are, because of their precision, able to 

continuously and imperceptibly merge into a continuous musical event. Nancarrow augments 

this through a deeper use of periodicity which diminishes the differences between the 

individual voices before the mathematical nature of multiple pulses pulls the music apart again.  
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Chapter 3 

Discussion of Monolith 

The analyses of the pieces by Ligeti, Reich, and Nancarrow illustrate a range of methods 

for incorporating pulse in a musical work. Furthermore, these three approaches evidence a 

spectrum of freedom in relationship to pulse ranging from strict adherence to mechanical pulse 

in Nancarrow’s piece to pulse that is performer driven and subject to larger musical concerns in 

Ligeti’s piece. Within Monolith there is similarly a spectrum of freedom in relationship to the 

pulse based structure of the work and the musical material as a whole.   

 One approach that I used to establish freedom against the objective and impersonal 

nature of the twelve-pulse structure was to explore a variety of thematic and stylistic material. 

The individual movements of Monolith range from atonal to tonal, from free-flowing to groove-

based material, and from the mechanical to the human. A key influence in this exploration has 

been the music of John Zorn. Stephen Drury, in his article detailing his performance of Zorn’s 

Carny, describes the vast array of musical juxtapositions that Zorn includes within this 

composition.63 He says, 

In Carny there are at least three different kinds of music. Brief chunks of music by 
composers from Mozart to Boulez appear note for note or under various degrees of 
transformation. (Chopin and Schönberg, for example are quoted in reverse; 
Stockhausen is overlaid with Bartók; and a left hand passage from Night Fantasies [by 
Elliot Carter] is paired with an entirely new right hand part.) 64 
 

 Though this “implosion of references” is not characteristic of Monolith, the exploration 

                                                      
63 Stephen Drury, “A View from the Piano Bench or Playing John Zorn’s Carny for Fun and Profit,” Perspectives of 
New Music 32, no.1 (Winter 1994): 194-201. 
64 Drury, “A View,” 197. 
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of wide variation within a cohesive structure was a key concern of this piece.  The intention for 

this work was to see the temporal structure as constant throughout while allowing the various 

movements to arise and freely flourish before being reabsorbed back into the structure as a 

whole. In order to do this, I chose to focus on material that was as free as possible while making 

an effort to incorporate the structure into the music in a fundamental and profound way. The 

music that has resulted is both infused with the structure and is at times completely free from 

it, but the formal organization based on the structure maintains the unity of the work. 

 

3.1. Black and White Fantasia for MIDI Piano 

 This opening movement derives all of its material from the temporal structure 

previously described and is thus an exploration of the structure itself. The techniques used in 

this movement are restricted to erasure, transposition, inversion, and temporal transposition 

(the expansion or contraction of the duration of musical events within the structure). To sound 

the temporal structure on the MIDI piano I assigned each of the twelve tempos/pulses to one of 

the notes of the chromatic scale, assigning the first pulse to C and descending to C#. This pitch 

assignment influences every movement throughout the entire work.  

Figure 13. twelve-pulse structure assigned to pitch 
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 The underlying form of this work is derived from the opening gesture. Each of the 

twelve pulses are sounded 22 times, descending through the range of the piano by octave 

starting back at the top when they surpass the lower range and then ascending back through 

the pattern after the 11th iteration. Each of the pulses drops out at the end of this pattern. 

Following the cessation of all the pulses, the first pulse returns and a section is built on this 

pulse. The next section is then built on the return of the second pulse (assigned to note B), the 

next section on the return of the third pulse, the next on the fourth, and so on. Kyle Gann calls 

the distance between an event occurring in one tempo and the same event occurring at 

another tempo the “echo distance.”65 The canonic process set up by the first gesture of Black 

and White Fantasia essentially creates the form of the piece. Each section is founded upon the 

echo distance between the various pulses. 

Figure 14. Opening gesture of “Black and White Fantasia” 
 

                                                      
65 Gann, The Music of Conlon Nancarrow, 21. 
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Each of the sections based on the pulses lasts for seventeen measures if the metric 

scheme is in 4/4 with Pulse 4 equaling the quarter note pulse. These sections take as their 

subject matter the entrance of a new pulse and the interaction between that pulse and other 

pulses. These sections continue through the ninth pulse before they are abruptly cut short by 

the entrance of the second movement, Opening(s). This interruption occurs at the first 

convergence point illustrated in Figure 2, a convergence of all the pulses except for the 11th 

pulse.  

This movement is an exploration of the objective sense of time within the MIDI piano 

and in the poetic sense is intended to represent an inscrutable and persistent force whose 

machinations exist prior to and outside of human control. The title Black and White Fantasia 

derives from the black and white piano keys and the freely shifting ideas that I explore 

throughout the movement, which were composed in a somewhat improvisatory manner. Each 

section of the movement changes ideas freely, though some of the ideas continue throughout 

multiple sections.   

 
Figure 15. Illustration of chromatic expansions 
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 One of the interesting characteristics of the twelve-pulse structure is its relationship to 

the chromatic scale when the pulses are arranged from fastest to slowest descending through 

the chromatic scale. When arranged in this way the structure repeats a descending chromatic 

scale with the duration continuously expanding. This characteristic of the structure is essentially 

a tempo canon that becomes unperceivable past a certain point, sounding as a texture instead. 

In the construction of Black and White Fantasia I explored similar imitative textures 

throughout.    

 
Figure 16. Illustration of Temporal and Pitch Transposition 

 
In Figure 17 the same ascending chromatic fragment can be seen at different levels of 

pitch and temporal transposition. The first iteration is clearly in line with the structure at the 
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top of the figure, the second ascending chromatic scale however is delayed owing to the fact 

that it takes twice as long for the material to occur. In the realm of pitch this material is 

transposed to treat B as the generative pitch. In the chromatic fragment above the B ascent, 

the material has been temporally transposed to fit into B as a compound meter, sounding three 

times for every pulse of B. I used this technique throughout the movement and expanded upon 

it by again transposing this imitative material to occur within two different pulses. Figure 17 

illustrates the combination of the same material at different levels of temporal transposition 

into one line. This combined material is then further temporally transposed to create a meta-

transposition.  

Figure 18 illustrates how the same material begins simultaneously, one iteration based 

on A and the other on Bb. This material then unfolds in two different rhythmic ratios, with the 

upper voice’s final statement occurring within the fourth pulse/tempo of the structure and the 

lower voice’s statement of the material occurring within the third pulse/tempo of the structure. 

The moments of shifting from one temporal area to the next within each of the voices are 

emphasized through a verticality derived from the structure, which gradually incorporates 

longer periods of time. 

The use of temporal canonic techniques within this movement are meant to evoke 

associations of imitation in the listener, but are not meant to evoke a canon as the focal point 

of the movement. The quick shifts of ideas between pulse entries subverts any particular 

emphasis upon canon. This was meant to create an improvisatory impression within a work 

that is decidedly not improvised.  In this way this movement was meant to reflect the nature of 

the structure itself. Within the structure there is a straightforward process that unfolds, that of 
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the expanding chromatic scales. This process is not perceivable by the ear though when 

listening to the structure. There is a sense of repetition at all times, but the structure never 

exactly repeats until 46 minutes and 12 seconds in. This sense of repetition combined with 

constant change was a central concern of this movement. 

 
Figure 17. Illustration of combinations of temporal transpositions 
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Figure 18. Illustration of compounded temporal transpositions 
The techniques of erasure, transposition, temporal transposition, and range equivalence 

were the primary ones used to craft Black and White Fantasia. This movement is the one that 

most faithfully relies on the twelve-pulse structure for its material; in relationship to the overall 

structure it is apparent that even with limited techniques there is a wide array of possibilities 

generated by the structure.  Though this movement lacks a performer it explores areas of 

temporal change that cannot be accomplished otherwise. The attention to texture and 

imitation directly relates to Nancarrow’s exploration of the contrast between discrete and 

unified temporal areas. 

3.2. Opening(s) for Mixed Sextet 

Opening(s), the second movement, is the first to include the instrumental ensemble. It 

begins at the first convergence point illustrated on the structural map (Figure 2). At this point in 
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the overall progress of the pulse structure, all pulses sound simultaneously except for the 11th. 

The 11th pulse is thus used to derive the basic tempo for this movement. It is not presented in 

its original form, but is doubled in length to create a slower basic pulse.  

The musical idea for this movement is a slow growth away from the structure 

established by Black and White Fantasia. The ensemble begins by sounding the pulse along 

with the MIDI piano, but gradually their material is expanded to include ornamentation such as 

trills, tremolos, glissandos, and grace notes. In the poetic sense this is an assertion of the 

organic against the systematic and the exploration of the human element against the objective 

element of the MIDI piano was a guiding motivation while writing this movement.  

The pitches in this section also move away from the structure established in Black and 

White Fantasia, but the are related to the structure. Instead of relying upon the notes 

generated from the chromatic scale assignment pattern, the pitches in this movement are 

derived by applying the twelve-pulse structure to pitch instead of rhythm.  

Applying rhythmic material to pitch has been explored by many theorists and 

composers, including Henry Cowell, Milton Babbitt, Jay Rahn, and Conlon Nancarrow.66  The 

way in which I chose to apply the rhythmic structure to pitch was by replacing the basic unit of 

rhythm, 1/10 of a second, with a semitone. The structure therefore became an ascending or 

descending intervallic pattern that unfolds from the unison to the octave, though the pattern is 

not always completed. This pattern is presented in both the ascending and descending form. 

                                                      
66 See Jay Rahn, “Turning the Analysis around: Africa-Derived Rhythms and Europe-Derived Music Theory,” Black 
Music Research Journal 16, no. 1 (2015): 71-89; Brenda Ravenscroft, “Working Out the ‘Is-Tos and As-Tos’: Lou 
Harrison’s Fugue for Percussion,” Perspectives of New Music 38, no. 1 (Winter 2000): 25-43; Henry Cowell, New 
Musical Resources, (New York: Something Else Press, 1930); and Milton Babbitt, “Twelve-tone Rhythmic Structure 
and the Electronic Medium,” Perspectives of New Music 1, no. 1 (1962): 49-79.  
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These ascents and descents occur canonically in different ways throughout the movement, 

which generates an expanding and contracting harmonic progression. This progression stands 

as the structural backbone of the work. 

Further relating to the basic structure, the MIDI piano plays the pulse throughout the 

movement as a way of keeping the ensemble in time. Material generated by both the MIDI and 

the performed piano material is often derived from the the twelve-pulse structure and is used 

to suggest an intrusion of the world of Black and White Fantasia into the placidity of 

Opening(s).  

Figure 19. Structural intervallic pattern 
 

Additionally, these intrusions influence the narrative in a more understated way: the 

gradual re-entry of the pulses stated in the opening gesture continues to operate within the 

movement. The beginning of Opening(s) interrupts the process set in motion by the initial 

gesture of Black and White Fantasia. At the point where Opening(s) begins, Black and White 

Fantasia is partially through the section based upon the ninth pulse. The ninth pulse was 

assigned to the note E at the beginning of the piece and therefore the interruption of the 

eleventh pulse begins on E. As the various pulse re-entries occur, they lower the pulse played 

on the piano by a semitone. 

This corresponds to their assignment in the initial structure. Not only do they drop the 

MIDI piano’s pulse by a semitone, but the entire harmonic unfolding of the movement is also 

Added 
semitone  +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 

Pattern 
played by 
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transposed at these points in accordance with this semitone descent. 

 
Figure 20. Illustration of influence from initial gesture 

 
These re-entries also affect the rhythm of the movement, but in a subtler way than 

changing the basic pulse. In relationship to the basic pulse these entries occur out of alignment 
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with the fundamental beat of the music. These entries are thus used to alter the metric 

structure that surrounds the basic pulse. The entry of these pulses is used to divide the basic 11 

beat measure into smaller metric divisions of that beat. In most cases of metric change the re-

entries of the pulses are used to determine how these occur.  

 

Figure 21. Re-entry with metric shift 
 

The permeation of metric ideas from the previous movement within Opening(s) links 

the temporal framework to the basic structure. Though these pulses are not perceived as 

regularities they are tied to events that have already occurred. The basic tempo and time scale 

are thus connected. The incorporation of the twelve-pulse structure into the domain of pitch, 

the continuing influence of the initial gesture of Black and White Fantasia, and the metric 
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structure used all illustrate the connection of this movement to the larger twelve-pulse 

structure. Yet, the ornamental material that grows out of this structure and the performer’s 

freedom within the structure show how the contrast between the two is navigated within 

Opening(s).  

 

3.3. Flux and Stasis for MIDI Piano 

 This movement provides a return to the structure of Black and White Fantasia, but is 

mitigated by what has occurred in Opening(s). In some ways this movement parodies the 

material of Opening(s), fixing its final chord in objective time and cycling it through the 

intervallic pattern across the range of the piano. Contained within this chord is the 7th pulse 

iterating a consistent F#. This pulse changes register as the chords change staying always within 

these chords until near the end of the piece.  

 A persistent polyrhythm in a 7:11 ratio operates throughout this movement. The 

shortest note at the end of Opening(s) is brought into the MIDI piano as the 11th pulse, though 

this pulse is out of sync with the actual 11th pulse of the structure. This pulse rises and falls in 

relationship to the intervallic chord progression, but it gradually falls out of phase due to a 

process of acceleration and deceleration that occurs in the chord progression. 

 In contrast to the regularity of the 7th pulse, the intervallic chord progression gradually 

expands and contracts in duration, which creates the effect of a gradual acceleration and 

deceleration against the regularity of the 7th and 11th pulses. In essence, the subject of this 

movement is the perception of regular pulses together against regular modulations of pulse 

and duration. 
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  At a larger span of time, another feature recurs regularly throughout the movement. At 

the convergence points between the 7th and 11th pulses within the twelve-pulse structure, 

polyrhythmic bursts occur that are derived from the basic structure. At these moments 

identical material from the twelve-pulse structure is played, but the two statements of the 

material are contrasted through temporal transposition 11 notes of the material is inserted into 

the space of one iteration of the 7th pulse and 7 notes of the material into the space of one 

iteration of the 11th pulse. At a pitch level these statements are transposed so that the 

generative unit of the 7th pulse is based on F# and the generative unit of the 11th is based on D. 

These interjections provide a larger regularity against the fluctuations of the chord progression. 

 

Figure 22. Illustration of convergence point regularity 
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 In contrast to the regularities in this movement, the structure is challenged by intuitive 

insertions of the twelve-pulse structure’s surface material into the registral area between the 

two clusters that comprise the chord progression. These interjections destabilize the 

recognition of the F# pulse and introduce an element of freedom into the regularity of the 

underlying structure. 

 

3.4. Meditation for Fixed Electronics 

 Throughout Monolith, points of convergence between pulses are often punctuated by 

interruptions. The most jarring one occurs at the beginning of Meditation: a long burst of pink 

noise begins the movement, and in keeping with the “trickster” role of the electronics, gives the 

impression of a technical failure.  

 The most audible pulse in this movement is a pulse of 5 beats per minute, which is 

derived from the structure in a roundabout way. Every six seconds, pulses 1 through 6 within 

the twelve-pulse structure converge. The pulse of 5 bpm is a doubled version of this pulse. This 

pulse is sounded in bursts of pink and white noise of varying durations and establishes noise as 

the timbral concern of the movement. Though the structural pulse of 5 bpm is the most audible 

pulse throughout this movement, four other pulses derived from the structure play an 

important role. Pulses 10, 9, 8, and 7 are all used to influence the material present within 

Meditation.  

 This movement is built around a point of symmetry and in a similar way to Nancarrow’s 

Study No. 36 can be seen as a movement from discrete to continuous material. The bursts of 

noise that sound the pulse are contrasted against a single recording of myself breathing in and 
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out. This recording was then taken and time shifted in the proportions 10:9:8:7, the proportions 

of the four pulses chosen. These time shifted sound files of breath last the length of the 

movement and are played simultaneously, gradually going out of phase with each other 

throughout the course of the movement. The trajectory of the movement tracks a gradual 

saturation of reverb in both the noise-based pulses and the breath recordings, which culminate 

at the symmetrical point of the movement. This trajectory gradually brings the two noise-based 

sources into a coalescence. 

 In contrast to the noise based timbres of the breath and the bursts recordings of four 

voices, two female and two male are used. Each of these voices is assigned their own pulse 

from the structural pattern. Pulse 10 = Female 1, Pulse 9 = Female 2, Pulse 8 = Male 1, Pulse 7 = 

Male 2. These voices then have their volume automated in conjunction with their assigned 

pulse moving from a minimum to a maximum volume level in conjunction with the pulse 

occurrences within the structure. This automation in conjunction with the initial spoken 

material of lorem ipsum ensures that the vocal material in the first half evokes the pulse 

structure bur remains undiscernible.  

 A second timbral contrast to the noise-based material is pitch based material, which is 

created through the use of ring modulation to alter the vocal material. The ring modulation 

channel is automated in conjunction with the pulse assigned to an individual voice and the 

delay is set to evoke the pitches associated with the chromatic arrangement of the twelve-pulse 

structure. In addition to this, the vocal material is bussed to gated channels that are controlled 

by each of the four recordings of the breaths. The levels of these channels progressively rise 

throughout the movement and the gating gradually takes precedence over the pitch based 
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material in the ring modulation. The gated material uses ring modulation as well and 

foreshadows a D# minor chord, which figures heavily within the following movement Study in 

Isorhythm.  

 The relationship to time and pulse within this movement takes advantage of both 

objective and fluid time perspectives. There is a consistent regularity, but the use of reverb, 

parameter automation, and changes in timbre allow the temporal material to occur in a more 

continuous fashion. Additionally, the use of vocal material and breathing adds a non-metric, 

non-pulse based element to this work which makes this movement one of the least pulse-based 

out of the collection as a whole. 

 

3.5. Study in Isorhythm 

 The title Study in Isorhythm is somewhat misleading given that the primary isorhythmic 

events in this movement change pitch very little. In fact, this is the point of the of the 

movement: it explores slight changes in regularity through subtle shifts in rhythm, meter, and 

pitch. The movement is groove based and takes the third pulse of the twelve-pulse structure as 

its basic tempo, a pulse of 200 bpm. The isorhythm explored in this movement is a quarter note 

followed by two dotted quarter notes. This motive is stated in two voices in an intersecting 

arrangement. The motive itself is almost a pulse, but the reduced rhythmic value of the quarter 

note in contrast to the dotted quarter keeps the motive asymmetric and irregular.  

 Throughout the movement the two voices cycle through two note alternations of the 

notes within a D# minor triad. As the voices shift in pitch, the basic rhythmic motive is 

decreased or increased by an eighth note to alternate the metric placement of the voices. This 
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leads to consistent repetition that is at the same time shifting metrically. The marimba, the 

cello, and the human pianist emphasize these metric shifts by accenting the phrases that lead 

to a metric reinterpretation of these basic rhythms.   

 
Figure 23. Basic rhythmic motive from “Study in Isorhythm” for piano, cello, and marimba 

 

Figure 24. Intersection of rhythmic motive 
 

Though this movement is, tonally, the opposite of Black and White Fantasia, 

emphasizing a consistent F# major/D# minor chord in contrast to atonal chromaticism, the 

technical ideas are similar. Subtly shifting imitative textures are characteristic of this movement 

as they are in the first movement and as noted, the twelve-pulse structure in general. Though 

this movement is the most distantly related to the basic structure a similarity of technique is 

thus seen to carry through. 

 Apart from the relationship to the twelve-pulse structure of the work, this movement 

incorporates structural material from the other movements as well. Throughout the first half of 

Study the cello plays a melodic bass line based on the structural intervallic pattern used in 

Opening(s) (Figure 20). In this case the cello’s material moves freely up and down, but always 
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moves in accordance with the unfolding of that intervallic pattern. In addition to this structural 

connection, the marimba’s material is written to introduce chromatic scale fragments into 

these moments of instability. This is meant to evoke the structural material, but is not explicitly 

derived from it.  

 As the movement comes to an end the chromaticism increases culminating in a crossing 

between the two voices that iterate the basic rhythmic material. These voices cross, moving in 

chromatic linear motion and then diverge. In the process of this voice crossing the voices 

transform the rhythmic structure into a rhythmic pattern that now lasts for two measures 

rather than one. This motive played by the MIDI piano forms the basic rhythmic constant 

throughout the next movement, Stability. 

 

3.6. Stability for Mixed Sextet, MIDI Piano, and Fixed Electronics  

 Stability, as the title suggests, is about exploring metric and pitch stability, but also the 

concept of stability or sanity from a poetic standpoint. The material ranges from the pulse-

based and monotone to the melodic to the disjunct and dissonant. Interjections from the MIDI 

piano, sing-songy rhythmic material, and quick movement from one idea to the next 

characterize the movement and are meant to evoke rapidly shifting emotions and moods. 

In the first section of this movement the derived two-measure rhythmic idea from Study 

in Isorhythm is repeated against a series of tempo modulations, presented as repeated notes on 

different pitches and at different speeds by the MIDI piano. The ensemble moves quickly from 

idea to idea; it begins by emphasizing single notes and moves to chromatic clusters. At each 
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tempo change, the ensemble returns to consonance before increasing its pitch density and 

dissonance once again.  

The structural intervallic pattern of Figure 20 is used in this movement to achieve 

chromatic density. Instead of using the pattern within a given instrument’s material, each 

instrument is assigned one interval derived from the pattern, or sometimes in the case of the 

piano and the marimba, two intervals. The instrumentalists then alternate between playing 

material that is stated in octaves or unisons or material in their given transposition. This creates 

a maximum contrast between consonance and dissonance. 

 
Figure 25. Ostinato in “Stability” 
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3.7. Concentric for MIDI Piano and Electronics 

 Concentric begins during Stability enacting a process that leads to the end of the 

acoustic material and reinstates the underlying structural material. Drawing on the strong role 

that the chromatic scale plays within the twelve-pulse structure, I chose to use the chromatic 

scale as the subject of this movement. 12 chromatic scales are played starting on 12 different 

notes, each iterating one of the 12 pulses of the structure. Within the electronics each of these 

pulses is assigned to its own electronic instrument whose attack, sustain, release, decay, and 

stereo field placement is freely automated.  

 The material of Concentric that overlaps with Stability is comprised of the entrance of 

the 12th, 11th, 10th, 9th, and 8th pulses. Concentric begins at mm. 52 during Stability, with the 

entry of “Pulse 12.” At this point the human pianist takes over playing a pulse that previously 

was played by the MIDI piano. The pianist now becomes responsible for the timekeeping of the 

ensemble. The pianist is meant to stay in time with the MIDI piano by keeping track of the 12th 

pulse as other pulses enter in different tempos. The pianist must stay in time and communicate 

the pulse to the rest of the ensemble in order for the ensemble to stay in time with the MIDI. 

The challenge of Stability is to stay in time. As the various pulses enter it becomes more difficult 

to keep track of the 12th pulse, which threatens the stability of the ensemble in general. As 

Stability comes to a close, the material becomes more pulse-based and the ensemble must 

essentially huddle together musically to bring the piece to a successful close. 

 The choice to add an element of risk to the close of Stability was meant to explore the 

metaphorical associations between the ensemble and the concept of community discussed 

earlier in this paper. In addition to being the timekeeper for the rest of the ensemble, the 
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pianist is allowed to use the pedal as desired. This liberty allows the pianist to blur the attack 

points and clarity of the entering pulses. If the pianist wished they could do everything in their 

power through the use of the pedal to diminish the ability of the ensemble to distinguish the 

basic pulse. There is a responsibility of the pianist towards the community of the ensemble, but 

also a freedom to influence the MIDI piano as the various pulses enter.  

Following the end of Stability the MIDI piano continues to enact the process of pulse 

entries and chromatic scales. The entrance of the chromatic scales is part of a process that 

builds towards the symmetrical point of the overall 46:12 length of the twelve-pulse structure. 

This is the sole convergence point within the structure in which all pulses but the eighth pulse 

converge. Upon arriving at the point of symmetry, the eighth pulse takes on an important role. 

The twelve chromatic scales that led up to the point of symmetry continue, but the eighth pulse 

structures the material, initiating an additive process at the point of symmetry that allows one, 

then two, then three, etc. beats of the generative pulse to be played. While this pattern 

unfolds, whatever material from the chromatic scales would be present at that moment is what 

is played (Figure 27). 

As the movement goes on, the material in the electronics and the material in the MIDI 

piano diverges further. The MIDI piano enacts a series of ever more complicated temporal 

transformations relating to the eighth pulse and the electronics are erased in somewhat 

random combinations. As the pulses drop out once more, the material thins. At the first 

convergence point past the point of symmetry, the MIDI piano drops out and the electronics 

bring the chromatic scales to an end on a convergence point of the 12th, 11th, 10th, 9th, and 8th 

pulses. This convergence point is the mirrored convergence point of where Stability ended. 
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The ending is meant to depict the chromatic scales and the structure entirely free of 

alteration. This is a nod to the basic characteristic of the twelve-pulse structure when assigned 

to pitches the way it was at the beginning of Black and White Fantasia, that it is really just 

chromatic scales. 

Figure 26. Eighth pulse structure at point of symmetry 
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3.8. Concluding Remarks 

 Pulse is the central issue of Monolith and the defining framework for each of its seven 

movements. Throughout the entire piece the MIDI piano is the primary arbiter of time. This 

keeps the performers in time with each other and synchronized with the basic structure of the 

piece. This dependence upon strict mechanical time resembles Nancarrow’s approach in Study 

No. 36, given that the mechanism of the MIDI piano prescribes the structure of time within the 

work. The structure of pulses underlying the work also prescribes the events and movement 

durations within it, and the correlation between pulses and chromatic pitch levels produces 

much of the musical material. Within this rigid framework, each movement finds room for 

variation and freedom. The mathematical transformations of the MIDI piano material, the 

timbral variety and freedom of ornamentation in the acoustic pieces, and the continuity of 

states, behaviors, and timbres in the electronics are incorporated into the basic pulse structure 

to provide an interplay between variety, freedom, and structure. The thematic variety of the 

movements in Monolith demonstrates the wide variety of material that can be generated 

within a simple temporal structure. The focus upon pulse and regularity makes this work an 

exploration of a basic principle common to many types of music, and invites the invention of 

widely diverging material within a unified temporal framework. 
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PART II 

MONOLITH
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Notes on Monolith 

A note on this version of the score: 
 
This version of the score for Monolith and the subsidiary movements is meant to clearly 
represent the structural, temporal, and theoretical relationships present within Monolith. This 
score may be consulted for analysis and scholarship, but is not meant to be used for 
performance. The music within is subject to further revisions and changes as needed. 
 
 
Contents: 
 
Black and White Fantasia for MIDI piano (4:12)       
Opening(s) for MIDI piano and Mixed sextetwith marimba (2:24)     
Flux and Stasis  for MIDI piano (1:48) 
Meditation for stereo fixed media (4:48) 
Study in Isorhythm for MIDI piano, piano player, marimba, and cello (2:12) 
Stability for MIDI piano, Mixed sextetwith marimba, and fixed media (5:36) 
Concentric for MIDI piano and fixed media (6:36) 
 
 
General Notes: 
 
The various movements that make up Monolith comprise a wide variety of instrumentation and 
musical material. They are linked together through their relationship to a common temporal 
structure consisting of 12 pulses built on a single pulse of 600 bpm. This structure is generated 
by adding the duration of a 600 bpm pulse, 1/10 of a second, to each pulse to generate the next 
pulse (1/10 + 1/10 = 2/10; 2/10 +1/10 = 3/10; 3/10 + 1/10 = 4/10; etc.) These pulses were 
arranged simultaneously and each was assigned to a musical note of the chromatic scale. This 
structure was then used to generate surface material and formal divisions.  
 
In the three movements which involve performers, the MIDI piano is used to keep the 
ensemble in time. The MIDI piano links the acoustic pieces to the larger temporal structure of 
the work. To maintain the temporal consistency, the MIDI piano plays a variety of material 
within these movements, most often pulses of different tempi. The MIDI piano often basically 
functions as a metronome in performance, but the pulses are sounded on pitches that are 
related to the overall pitch structure of the given movement. At other times, as in Study in 
Isorhythm, the MIDI piano plays a rhythmic groove as the basis for tracking time throughout. 
The MIDI piano functions as both a musical agent within the work and as the timekeeper. 
Throughout the 
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Performance Notes 

 
 Gradually apply sustain pedal. This direction 

sometimes occurs while the pianist is not 
playing, but the MIDI is playing. This is 
intended to allow the performer to shape the 
expression of the MIDI piano’s material. 

 
  

 

 
Indicates chromatic clusters in MIDI piano 

 

 
Indication of entering pulse on MIDI piano. 
The number assigned to a pulse indicates 
the number of 32nd notes that pass between 
attack points. Each pulse is also doubled by 
an electronic instrument in the fixed media. 

 

  
 
 
All trills should be played a semitone above 

 

   
A note on Stability: 
 
At mm. 58, the pianist takes over the pulse that was previously played by the MIDI. At this 
moment the pianist becomes the primary timekeeper for the rest of the ensemble. The pianist 
should keep their own pulse always intersected with the material of the 12th pulse and should 
feel free to play the material as loudly as needed to assist the ensemble in staying on time.  
 
As the various pulses enter it will become more difficult to stay in time with the 12th pulse. This 
is intentional. Mm. 58 through the end of the piece is meant to be an exercise in stability as the 
title suggests. On the pianist’s shoulders rests the stability of the rest of the ensemble.  
 
In slight opposition to the role of timekeeper, the pianist also has the liberty within these 
measures to use the sustain pedal ad libitum. This liberty allows the pianist to shape the 
material of the various pulses, but will also diminish the clarity of the pianist’s own pulses. This 
is a situation that can be navigated uniquely within each performance if the ensemble so 
wishes. They may also choose to forgo this. 
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